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ON TREND WITH INNOVATIVE 
NEW PRODUCTS
Richelieu is delighted to return to the kitchen and bath industry’s premier trade show for designers, contractors, and  
cabinet-makers for the event’s 2024 edition. This year, we are showcasing a vast range of products on the leading 
edge of kitchen and bathroom design. From sophisticated lighting to space-saving, clutter-busting elements for the 
kitchen, right down to the details and beauty of our amazing selection of decorative hardware and panels, Richelieu 
cannot wait to show you the next great must-have innovations for your clients.
 
Richelieu is the industry’s expert in sourcing and manufacturing products that combine durability, design, function 
and uniqueness. We carry more than 130,000 products from around the world, offering you original and effective 
solutions to make interiors look stunning but also ensuring that the nuts and bolts of every door, drawer and pull-out 
properly work. Stop by our booth #N3117 and let’s talk about all the ways Richelieu can help you take your projects 
to the next level.



DECORATIVE HARDWARE

Richelieu has long been one of the leading sources for the  
best selection of extraordinary knobs and pulls. This year,  
we are excited to bring to Las Vegas several new spectacular 
collections we’ve curated from around the globe.  

We are thrilled to be debuting the RIALTO Collection -  
Limited edition, a new line inspired by Italian architecture  
that relies on bold combinations of colors and materials, in  
clean distinctive shapes that channel the energy and creativity 
of Italian fashion. Rialto challenges the accepted approach to 
color in decorative hardware, bringing an aesthetic edge of  
style and flair to any cabinet design.
 
The AUTORE and MUSE collections are the work of renowned 
European and Canadian designers, whose creative approach  
essentially renders decorative hardware as miniature works  
of art. Styles range from minimalist to sculptural to organic, 
available in a variety of textures and finishes that transform 
cabinet doors and drawers into striking focal points. 

that pulls you in
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One important development in living spaces is making  
the user’s experience more smarter and more practical 
while also keeping a room clutter-free. Richelieu is  
debuting two innovative yet simple ways to make the use 
of counter space and storage furniture more ergonomic 
and functional.  
 
Blind corner and end cabinets are often hard-to-reach 
spaces, resulting in unused storage space. TRIGON,  
an innovative German-engineered pull-out shelf system, 
solves the problem of dead space in corner and end 
cabinets through an innovative design that maximizes the 
use of cabinet area. The unit increases storage space and 
functionality by up to 40% compared to an unequipped 
cabinet. 

BLADE offers a dual-functioning cutting board and  
cutlery tray that can be pulled out as needed and  
retracted after use inside a standard drawer space in a 
24" cabinet. Made of 100% hardwood maple, the cutting 
board can easily be removed for cleaning. The bottom 
cutlery tray accommodates cutting knives and other  
utensils typically needed for food preparation and can 
also be accessed independently without opening the top 
cutting board.  
 
The design is a response to the need to simplify the use  
and storage of kitchen accessories and keep countertops  
neat and orderly. Stop by our booth for a demonstration 
of Trigon, Blade  or one of the many other great ideas 
Richelieu is proud to bring to KBIS 2024. 

RICHELIEU brings you  
Trigon and Blade for a 
smarter home

BLADE

TRIGON
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TRIGON 
Pull-out shelf system

BLADE 
Dual-functioning cutting board and cutlery tray
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LIGHTING
How you light a room or cabinetry plays a big role in the overall atmosphere of a design. Richelieu is a 
highly specialized source for premium lighting designs, and we carry a huge selection of under-cabinet, 
room, and accent lights. Our Online Lighting Configurator can help you navigate to just the right LED 
lighting solution for your projects. Or go next level with Richelieu’s smart lighting systems, offering the 
ultimate in light control through voice command and smartphones. This year, we are excited to bring 

several new lighting products to KBIS.  
 

The UNIKA luminaire doubles as an under-cabinet light and device charger, marking another step  
forward in making rooms more functional through accessories that cater to the modern lifestyle.  

Also generating a buzz is our NEON FLEX 3D lighting for outdoor installations. This ultra-flexible sheath 
for an LED ribbon can bend along curved surfaces to follow the contours of objects and elements in 

your designs. Uniform linear illumination without any glare or pixelation creates a stunning yet pleasant 
light accent in any area.

all the many bright ideas at Richelieu
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UNIKA  
USB light source



LINEO
LED Luminaire For  
Under-Cabinet Lighting

UNIKA
LED Luminaire For  
Under-Cabinet Lighting

HIDDI
LED Light Fixture for 
Drawer & Vertical 
Opening Systems

HOLL
LED Luminaire For  
Under-Cabinet Lighting

SUBBY
Module with double 
A-USB port

FLEXYLED AT6 
Milky flexible LED modules for recessed or on-surface installation
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OPLA +39  
Pull-out countertop 

One of the big trends in kitchen design these past years 
has been making the kitchens more functional but  
without creating more clutter. Richelieu has been out in 
front of this trend through our many ingenious solutions 
for kitchen storage and accessories.  
 
The OPLA +39 pull-out countertop marks another 
innovation in transforming surfaces into multi-functional 
areas and better organizing small spaces. This work 
surface aligns flush with adjacent surfaces when open 
but stays hidden behind a standard drawer face when 
not in use. Also ideal for office settings. 
 

Other clever, ergonomic solutions include the QANTO 
electric lift system for better storage and easier access 
to heavy appliances. The Riverso two-way drawer  
system continues to wow designers and builders in 
how it dramatically improves the flow of a room with an 
island or two-sided countertops. Or come see firsthand 
how our Table Extension Mechanism lets you add a  
retractable table surface that’s big enough to  
comfortably seat two or three persons. 

SMART 
accessories for the 
kitchen
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The T-ABLE XL III optimizes space in a small kitchen.  
Perfect for small spaces and are easy to fold away to keep them hidden  
and out of the way when not in use.

A revolutionary hidden and bidirectional sliding system  
that allows drawers to open from both sides of a cabinet.

T-ABLE XL III

RIVERSO

Pull-Out table mechanism

Our made-in-germany SPACE STEP offers additional storage and a step 
stool that hides away in the toe kick of a base unit. The award-winning 

Space Step makes access to higher cabinets easier for both children and 
adults and relies on state-of-the-art opening and closing mechanisms with 

added safety features that immediately detect the user's weight. 

SPACE STEP
Pull-out, step platform, and storage

Take full advantage of the effortless movement to store heavier small  
appliances such as coffee/espresso machines, mixers, cookware or even  
a hidden serving station. QANTO can also help enhance an entertainment 
area by incorporating it into a bar or other furniture. 

QANTO
Electric lift-up system with LED lighting

 Sliding system
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Stylish 
closet accessories and systems

 VERTIKO is a fully customizable closet system that combines  
total elegance with ultra-functionality. Based on display 
concepts in luxury stores, Vertiko lets you create custom 
wall displays for storing clothes and accessories. The Vertiko 
Walk-In Closet system offers a complete package of fittings 
and components for use in various-shaped rooms. Stop by 
our booth and let’s talk about all the latest smart solutions 
for creating highly functional closets and storage areas with 
superb designer aesthetics.

CONERO VERTIKO
Closet accessories Closet systems

Richelieu has long been at the forefront of innovation in closet design and is proud to offer a deep catalog of  
cutting-edge closet accessories, built-in lighting solutions and paneling options to suit every décor. This year, we are 
excited to showcase CONERO, a comprehensive collection of closet accessories from elegant pull-down rod with 
shelf storage. Paired with a soft close drawer system featuring glass fronts and unique finishes. Design and function 
are the key elements in Conero range and are designed to elevate your storage experience. Plus, a new durable  
material has been developed for the Conerocloset system. Indeed, closet hangers are made of a mix of recycled  
plastic & meadow grass. It’s lighter, stronger, and more durable! It’s a way to significantly reduce carbon footprint  
and contribute to a healthier environment for us all! 
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SURFACE BEAUTY
The right decorative panel in a room is transformative, elevating a closet door or wall to a veritable design statement.  
Richelieu is a market leader in sourcing a wide selection of innovative, high-tech panels that are also simply beautiful.  
SILENCIO panels let you improve the sound quality of any room and create warm, inviting spaces all at once.  
NATURE PLUS Plus is a premium thermos-structured panel, engineered in Italy, that adds character and style to a 
space through the richness of its texture and colors offering both tactile and visual pleasure. In commercial settings, 
consider BRILLANTÉ, which presents perfectly smooth panels using state-of-the-art manufacturing technology, 
resulting in a gloss level of over 90%, exceeding current industry standards. The gleaming surface is strongly resistant 
to UV rays as well as heat and scratches. BRILLANTÉ is an ideal way to add color and gloss to wall areas, dividers, 
architectural elements and closets.

SILENCIO NATURE PLUS BRILLANTÉ

Decorative 
Panels and 
Cabinet Doors  
from Richelieu

SYNCRON

Decorative panels Panels & cabient doors Panels & cabient doors

Panels & cabient doors



ZENIT and AGT offer super-matte or high-gloss finishes to create that modern, Euro look, while LINEART slatted  
panels let you personalize your designs through a range of finishes, wood slat sizes and groove dimensions.  
Richelieu’s great array of decorative panels lets you build solutions for commercial and residential projects  
by creating architectural elements, decorative walls, doors, room dividers and much more.

ZENIT

AGT

ZENIT I AGT I LINEART I FORMART

LINEART

FORMART
Panels & cabient doors

Panels & cabient doors

Panels & cabient doors

Decorative panels
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Space-saving, stylish, modern — SLIDING DOORS are an  
excellent way to streamline room flow or separate rooms  
without obstructing doors opening into or out of an area.  
Richelieu offers a number of premium sliding door systems 
that include pocket doors, barn-door systems, folding 
sliding doors and even motorized systems. Plus, the trend 
of mini sliding doors gives you ways to make kitchen or 
bathroom under-counter storage easily accessible with style. 
From rustic to contemporary, for transforming kitchen islands 
or vanity shelving into neat, functional storage areas that 
keep the area in front free and clear. Rethink how you create 
storage and shelving in your projects and take advantage of 
the ergonomics and designer elegance of sliding doors.

Free-floating countertops in either a kitchen or  
bathroom are a great way to take advantage of space 
without cluttering up the floor with bases or legs.  
But unsightly, bulky hardware can drag down the 
aesthetic of these surfaces and the overall design of a 
room. The KOLOSSUS bracket series offers a sturdy, 
aesthetic solution that makes kitchen counters and 
vanities safe and secure but with a minimalist, designer 
look. These brackets are a favorite among designers 
and architects specializing in healthcare or senior-living 
facilities, but they also work well in small residential 
half bathrooms or powder rooms where a practical but 
contemporary flair is on the punch list.
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ADA-compliant

SLIDING DOOR SYSTEM

From the EASE and ELEGANCE of sliding doors 
to a STURDY and AESTHETIC solution  
that makes kitchen counters and vanities safe and secure.

Hardware systems and mini sliding barn doors
KOLOSSUS
Countertop bracket 
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Thelma Vigil, Project, Digital Strategy & Social Media Manager
Phone : (514) 832-4010 x7215 | Email: tvigil@richelieu.com 

CA   1 800 361-6000
USA 1 800 619-5446
www.richelieu.com
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FOLLOW US ON ALL YOUR FAVOURITE PLATFORMS !

JOIN OUR 

ONLINE 
COMMUNITY

YOUTUBE FACEBOOK INSTAGRAM PINTEREST

Keep up to date with our latest 
news, articles, arrivals and live 
videos. We’re here to help you 
achieve all your project goals.


